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Letter from the Dais
Dear delegates,

We thank you for choosing this Committee and it is with great pleasure that we

welcome you to the Political Committee. It is an honor to be able to lead you through a fruitful

debate, tough discussions, and diplomatic speeches. This will be accomplished through the

analysis and discussion of the two topics that have been selected for the debate which are not

only timely and relevant, but crucial to be debated. It is important, as the dias, that we allow

you to discover your talents while further developing debating skills such as problem solving,

leadership, diplomacy, research, alongside many other skills crucial for an effective debate.

Apart from that, it is imperative that you use your skills in order to examine different

perspectives and judge/critique the issue occurring in our world today. As dias, it is critical that

we come across as friendly yet professional and that it is clear that we’re here to facilitate the

debate process. Hopefully, this is an opportunity for you to be able to let your delegation's voice

be heard.

Many delegates ask what the dias are looking for in a delegate. This is a puzzling

question as there is no clear answer to it. Although we could give you the cliche response that

we’re looking for someone who can lead without an iron fist it is possible that someone who is

the complete opposite can win. It is truly about bringing the best in you and applying your

skills in an effective manner that helps the debate thrive. As long as you perform to the best of

your abilities, that’s all we’re looking for. For someone who lets this committee bring out the

best of themselves and encourages other delegates to do the same.

Lastly, we want it to be known that we are here for you. These two are complex and

different issues that will certainly require some assistance. Therefore, you’ll need someone to

lean on. That is what we are here for. If you have any questions about the research process, the

topic, or any procedural questions do not hesitate to contact us via email. Apart from that, we

want to let you know that no matter if you receive an award during this conference, your

performance is valuable and it is something that you will carry on for the rest of your life. We

wish you the best of luck and can’t wait to see what you bring to the committee!

Warmest regards,

Maria Belen Mora

1

, Telmo Piqueras

2

& Marina Santos

3

3
marinasantospintosilva@gmail.com

2
telmo.oliveira@aism-moz.com

1
st-1201631@isp.edu.pa
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Committee Description
The political committee or as it is known to us PoCo, is an adaptation of the United Uation’s

Special Political & Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL). However, the Political committee is different

to SPECPOL as it does not deal with decolonization, but deals specifically with Political and territorial

issues. Such political issues in the previous YOUMUN conference were Addressing the Issue of the

Cyprus Dispute, and Discussing the implementation of Artificial Intelligence in governmental practices

in developing countries. The two primary issues that are on PoCo’s agenda in this second edition of

YOUMUN are Discussing the Legitimacy of the ICC, and the second issue being Addressing the political

status of the Kashmir dispute.

United Nations Fourth Committee: Special Political and Decolonization Committee (UN)
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Topic A: Discussing
the Legitimacy of the

International
Criminal Court
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Background Information
The International Criminal Court began operations by the 1st of July 2002 under the

Rome statute which established it, yet the history of this court dates back to a century ago.

After the first world war the League of Nations, the predecessor to the United Nations proposed

a similar international tribunal charged with dealing with ‘acts of international terrorism’.

However, much like its descendant, the ICC, The convention that created the tribunal

was signed but never ratified by nations. After World War II independant military tribunals

were held to condemn the axis powers, with the Nuremberg Trials in Germany and the

International Criminal Tribunal for the far east in Japan. It was after these bloody conflicts that

the international community recognized the need for a permanent international court to deal

with the sort of atrocities faced in the second world war. Yet, it was not until the 1998 Rome

Statute that it began operations in 2002. Since then when the Rome statute was only ratified by

87 states it has grown exponentially and encapsulates 123 states currently.

Nations are also important to the functioning of the ICC. Comprising nations join into

an assembly on a yearly basis to provide oversight for the administration of the court and the

ICC’s budget. Also, nations collaborate to shape the court’s future, and cooperate on issues

relating to assistance and capacity building.

Nations join the ICC for many reasons. Some of such reasons include demonstrating

solidarity to victims of conflict, and to aid in deterring future crimes. In addition, signing the

rome statute also is a reaffirmation of a state’s commitment to international law and an

expression of support towards multilateral diplomacy. Lastly, signing the Rome statute also

demonstrates a country’s principles that all individuals are equal before the law.
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The ICC in action

The ICC can receive referrals, which is the act of officially sending someone to a person

or authority that is qualified to deal with them, from three distinct and separate groups. The

first group are signatories to the Rome Statute who report crimes perpetrated by their own

nationals on their own soil, and the second is the United Nations Security Council (UNSC).

Lastly, the ICC has an Ace up its sleeve as the office of the prosecutor can open up its own

investigation after due internal processes. It is very important to note that the ICC works

closely with the United Nations meaning that they are two separate bodies and the ICC has the

power to try individuals without a UN mandate.
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A founding principle of the ICC was its impartiality, one of its greatest strengths. Due to

the ICC’s nature of being independent from governments, international institutions and

stakeholders it has the ability to use prosecutorial power as leverage. Because of the ICC’s

authority over states it can give the ability to prevent crimes before they happen. The ICC is an

independent check on state’s leaders due to its impartial status and non alignment with any

nation.

Some of the ICCs past works include their work in the Democratic Republic of the

Congo where it convicted various Congolese warlords for using child soldiers, and war crimes

in 2012. This was colossal as the congolese warlords were the first to be convicted and

punished in 10 years of the existence of the ICC. The ICC currently has many open cases like

Afghanistan, Burundi, Central African Republic, Côte d'Ivoire, Darfur, Sudan, Georgia, Kenya,

Libya, Mali, Uganda, Bangladesh/Myanmar, Palestine, Venezuela.
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Current Situation
Overview

The International Criminal Court has received backlash since the day of its

establishment on July 1, 2002. Most criticism targets the ICC’s jurisdiction, legitimacy, and

authority. This has been a heated debate with the two sides having completely different views.

There is no middle ground when it comes to this argument. Currently, the debate about the

ICC can be divided into 3 sections which all question the legitimacy of the ICC. The first one

being the supposed bias the court has against African countries. It can be classified as the

ICC’s eurocentrism since they allegedly favor European countries over African countries. The

second division is the ineffectiveness of the ICC, which then brings up many subtopics such as

its low conviction rates and lack of authority. The last section, and perhaps the most

controversial one, is how the ICC might interfere with a country's sovereignty. Apart from that,

many countries were scared that their own people would be tried. And many were scared it

would become something they can’t control and has power over them.

Eurocentrism

The first and main critique of the International Criminal Court is that there is a bias

against African countries. Many African countries have repeatedly criticized the ICC as being

inappropriately political by only focusing on situations in Africa. There have been about 30

cases before the International Criminal Court. All involve individuals from either the Central

African Republic, Côte d'Ivoire, Sudan, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Libya, Mali

or Uganda. There are two sides of the argument, one states that the ICC is an attempt of

western countries trying to keep African countries compliant to western countries. If this is

true, it would signify that this is rooted in eurocentrism. This is because they only regard crimes

committed by African individuals rather than those from western countries. Even though a

large number of African states are states
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However, the other side of the argument argues that most of the African situations were

referred to the ICC by African governments themselves and that it is the individuals but not

the States that were suspected of exceptionally grave crimes and consequently subject to ICC

criminal jurisdiction. Apart from that, they argue that there is no objective evidence that the

prosecutions against those tried were unjustified.

Effectiveness

Another critique that the International Criminal Court has received since the day of its

establishment attacking its legitimacy, is that it is mostly ineffective. Many believe that the

International Criminal Court, otherwise called the ICC, is ineffective when issuing arrests have

commited or are currently committing crimes against humanity and the world. As the ICC is a

multilateral organization, it requires the support of nations in order to properly execute its

power. It needs higher international recognition, respect, and support from nations. There are

problems not only with the post-trial enforcement problems but also with pre-trial

enforcement problems. The main one lies in the fact that the ICC completely relies on member

states to arrest and transfer defendants. This means that if States aren’t willing to use their

military or economic force to extricate an oppressive leader from their country, there is no way

to put them on trial. The ICC lacks the institutional power to actually demand the defendants

to show up to trial. The lack of police force and as it has no reliably effective means to oblige

States to cooperate, showcases its lack of resources. Due to weak enforcement power, the

Prosecutor’s performance of gathering information would also be hindered. In theory, pursuing

an ideal apolitical form of justice by ignoring the need for State support would be ideal,

however, unrealistic. State support is needed for the effectiveness of the ICC.

Connecting to the ineffectiveness of the ICC criticism is the criticism of the low conviction

rates. It took the ICC 16 years to convict less than 10 suspects. However, it is true that this is

different than a normal crime case, it is of a higher complexity level meaning that more things

go into it. The sheer amount of witnesses and volume of documentation per case all lead to a

high degree of legal and factual compliance. However, it would be unrealistic to say that all the

blame is on the ICC as for effective administration of justice in the context of the ICC
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cooperation of the States and the States concern is required. This, as proven from time to time

again, is often lacking. Some measures have been introduced to improve the situation. Under

Rule 100, the ICC is now able to decide on the place of proceedings. Under Rule 68, previously

recorded audio or video testimony of a witness is allowed to accelerate the trial.

Likewise, the lack of resources is also a conflict the ICC has to deal with. It is said that it

is given a budget that only enables a handful of prosecutions per year. Since the ICC has a

small number of judges, it can only do a handful of hearings at the same time. Without States’

support and cooperation, the ICC would have no funding, no defendants to prosecute, and no

evidence with which to conduct prosecutions, which defies the purpose of the ICC as a whole.

In addition to this, the lack of States that have joined the ICC (Over 70 states) leaves the ICC

with no jurisdiction over any of these States. The ICC currently lacks global legitimacy because

regional and world powers such as the US, Russia, India, China, and Israel have either not

signed the Rome Statute or signed it but later withdrew their signatures. AS more States are

encouraged to join the court, the more effective it will become.

Political Feud

Finally, the last and most controversial critique of the International Criminal Court is that it

interferes with a country's sovereignty. The belief according to the critics is that it is impossible

to keep in mind every country's needs as a multilateral system. The ICC does involve a certain

sacrifice of sovereignty because it envisages asserting itself when a state refuses or fails to use

its national criminal justice apparatus to deal with the perpetrator of crimes against humanity.

Definition of Key Terms
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❖ International Criminal Court (ICC): The permanent judicial body established by the

Rome statute of the ICC (1998) to investigate, prosecute, and try individuals accused of

genocide, warcrimes, and crimes against humanity and to impose prison sentences upon

individuals who are found guilty of such crimes.

❖ Eurocentrism: Eurocentrism is a worldview that is centered on Western civilization or

a biased view that favors it over non-Western civilizations. When this term is looked at

from a historical perspective, it might be in reference to an apologetic stance towards

European colonialism and other forms of imperialism.

❖ Defendant: An individual, company, or institution sued or accused in a court of law.

❖ The Roman Statue: Treaty that formally established the ICC in 1998 and came into

force in 2002.

❖ Crimes Against Humanity: An offense in international criminal law, adopted in the

Charter of the International Military Tribunal (Nürnberg Charter), which tried surviving

Nazi leaders in 1945, and was, in 1998, incorporated into the Rome Statute of the

International Criminal Court (ICC). Crimes against humanity consist of various

acts—murder, extermination, enslavement, torture, forcible transfers of populations,

imprisonment, rape, persecution, enforced disappearance, and apartheid, among

others—when, according to the ICC those are “committed as part of a widespread or

systematic attack directed against any civilian population.”

❖ Prosecution: the institution and conducting of legal proceedings against someone in respect

of a criminal charge.

❖ International Crime: International crime is a violation ofInternational criminal law

involving the most serious crimes of concern to the global community: its violations can result

in imprisonment. The “core” crimes are genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity

(these are also often referred to as “atrocity crimes”).

Bloc Positions
United States
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Not only does the United States not support the international criminal court, It does not

recognize the legitimacy of the organization. Despite having participated in the negotiations

that lead to the very creation of this court, the nation's stance changed in 1998. During the

Clinton administration, the US joined seven other nations, (China, Iraq, Israel, Libya, Qatar, and

Yemen) and voted against the rome statute. The United state claimed that the judges and

prosecutors had too much independence and ultimately would target countries like the U.S.A

and Israel. The United States also believed that it might be harmful to the nation's autonomy.

The stance has remained the same over the past two decades regardless of changes in

administration.

Netherlands

The Netherlands stands firmly by the ICC and views it as a powerful tool in promoting

justice and peace on an international level. In 1966 the county joined the international criminal

court as an associate member and has since continued their stance in supporting the

organization. Over the past years The Netherlands has been a strong advocate for the

ratification of the Rome Statute and has been backed by the EU in this endeavor. In fact, The

Netherlands is the host state for the ICC and claims it is their constitutional obligation to

uphold international legal order.

China

China is not a state party in the international criminal court and also does not recognize

its legitimacy. The fundamental point is that the ICC is allowed to prosecute individuals
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directly which China does not agree with. The nation vehemently opposes the organization

because not only can it be seen as a violation of national sovereignty but it may be considered

unfair. China asserts that certain countries, including itself, are targeted more than others.

Many Chinese representatives have argued that the lack of clear guidelines and limitations

makes the ICC a threat to justice rather than a protector.

South Africa

South Africa is a member state of the international criminal court and stands firmly in

support of its mission. The country has been considered massively influential in bringing other

members of the African Union to ratify the Rome statute and support the ICC. Having said

that, many african leaders in different nations have charged the ICC with inappropriately

targeting countries in the african continent. South Africa has acknowledged this but continues

to stand by the organization.

Timeline of Pertinent Events
DATE EVENT
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July 1998 The Rome Statute, which calls for the establishment of a

permanent International Criminal Court, is signed by 120

nations at a conference in Rome

July 1, 2002 The International Criminal Court is founded in Rome, Italy.

2003 The ICC’s first judges and Prosecutor take oath Situation 1:

Uganda

2004 The Trust Fund for Victims Inaugurated.

Second ICC Deputy Prosecutor takes oath: Situation 2:

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)

2005 Situation 3: Darfur, Sudan

2006 First hearing starts: Pre-trial hearings ensure there is sufficient

evidence for trial

2007 Situation 4: Central African Republic (CAR)

2008 ICC Registrar takes oath

10th anniversary of the Rome Statute

2009 First trial begins

2010 Review Conference

The Elders visit

Situation 5: Kenya

2011 17 July: International Criminal Justice Day

Situation 6: Libya

Situation 7: Côte d’Ivoire

2012 First Verdict

New Prosecutor

Current and Continuing Judges
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October 12,
2016

Burundi votes to withdraw from the ICC, but is still listed as a

party.

November 16,
2016

Russia says it will withdraw its signature from the ICC treaty,

under a directive signed by Russian President Vladimir Putin.

October 27,
2017

Burundi effectively withdraws from the ICC, becoming the first

member state to do so.

March 14,
2018

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte says in a statement that the

country has given notice that it will withdraw from the ICC. The

announcement follows the ICC's February 8 statement that it has

started an inquiry into Duterte's controversial war on drugs. The

action goes into effect on March 17, 2019.

Guiding Questions
❖ What elements of the ICC could be changed in order to increase its effectiveness?

❖ To what extent is the alleged bias of the ICC true?
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❖ What elements of the ICC have been effective in regard to justice? Think of real

examples.

❖ In what ways does the ICC challenge a country's own sovereignty?

❖ Should the ICC be reformed, abolished or maintained? What would each of these look

like?

❖ What issues could occur if the International criminal court was no longer in place?

❖ Are the nations who oppose the ICC attempting to cover up crimes? Think of examples.

❖ What level of power should be conceded to the ICC?

❖ In what ways can the ICC's power be limited?

❖ Why did some countries change their stance after initially supporting the rome statute?
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Background Information
Early History And Partition of India

The partition of India has a fundamental role in the Kashmir dispute and essentially

marks its beginning. The British had colonized the nations now known as India and Pakistan

and maintained control of the area for hundreds of years.

In 1947 the colonizers finally left and the subcontinent was partitioned into two

independent nations: Pakistan and India. Even prior to this partition, the two regions had

cultural, ethical and religious differences. Pakistan was/is predominantly muslim while India

had a Hindu majority.

Within this partition, there began to be several religiously motivated battles and attacks,

even in regions that had peacefully coexisted for hundreds of years.There were constant act of
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violence whith muslims on one side and Hindus on the other, eventually escalating to a point

where an unprecedented mutual genocide occured.

This also generated a massive migration wave as the muslim popullation in India began

to migrate to pakistan or even then east Pakistan which is currently Bangladesh. Hindus and

Sikhs of that area also began migration to India. This created an incredibly unstable and hostile

political environment. In the areas of Punjab and Bengsal the situation escalated to the point of

massacres, arson, forced conversions, mass abductions, and sexual violence.

First Indo - Pakistani War

The Kashmir dispute is centered around the relationship between these two nations

when it comes to a region that was not particularly defined as belonging to either Pakistani or

Indian after the Partition. Kashmir is a himalayan region that spans 138 sq km. The area is

considered incredibly scenic, being known for its meadows, lakes and snow capped mountains.

In 1947 the partition plan provided by the Indian independence act allowed Kashmir to decide

which nation, Pakistan or India, it wanted to be a part of.

Initially, the maharaja ( local ruler) wanted to become its own independent nation,

however, Kashmir decided to join India After the first Indo-pakistani war. The first

Indo-pakistani war, which is also known as the Pakistani war or the first Kashmir war refers to

the initial armed conflict over the territory. This is because Pakistani tribesmen attempted to

invade the region in August of 1949. The maharaja attempted to fight against the tribesmen

but was evidently not equipped to protect the territory. This led India to step in, and

successfully secure Kashmir with the Pakistani invaders being removed from the area. After

receiving Indian military support, Kashmir agreed to join the Indian nation and a ceasefire was

arranged. This ceasefire is now referred to as the line of control which was administered by the

UN in order to avoid further violence in Kashmir.
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Second Indo - Pakistani War

After over a decade of peace, the Kashmir dispute resumed itself in 1965 leading to the

second Indo-Pakistani War. In August of that year, Pakistan attempted to take the Kashmir

region by force and hostilities became even more apparent between the neighboring nations.

On the Indian side, nearly 2,000 people died while 3,154 were left wounded. On the Pakistani

side 6,000 were killed and around 14,000 were injured. Ultimately, Pakistan's attempt to take

over Kashmir was unsuccessful and a new ceasefire was reached. However, The second Indo-

Pakistani war was incredibly influenced by the global political climate of the time, most

specifically the cold war. Since India and China had previously had a border dispute which was

won by China, the United States and the UK decided to intervene by providing military supplies

to the Indian army. Prior to this, the United states had pretty ambivalent diplomatic relations

with India and was closer to Pakistan.
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Current Situation
The current situation is the following. On august 5th 2019 the region of Kashmir lost its

semi-autonomous zone, and this was a major shift India’s Kashmir policy and from Kashmir's

previous status where it had its own constitution as well as special rights. This was done by

New Deli by the scrapping of article 370 which gave the region its autonomy. This was a very

controversial move from modi as it spawned ‘widespread unrest’. Furthermore, this action was

followed by a strict security lockdown which lasted a year, in addition to a monthslong internet

blackout.

During this time over 100 Kashemi Politicians were also put in prison, and activists were

put in prison. Two years and a half after these events the region of Jammu Kashmir has still not

regained its autonomy and it does not seem likely that it will any time soon. In addition New

Delhi also implemented a new domicile law which gives new rights to people from all over

india to come and live in the disputed region. This raised tensions and fears from the part of

muslim Kashmiris who saw this as a move to undermine their demographic superiority and

influence in the region. Violence is common in this region with tensions running high and

spilling into civilian life.

In the two years since the removal of Jammu Kashmir’s status a lot has happened. Due

to the government’s removal of a ban on permanent residency settlement of non kashmiris in

kashmir leading to a surge in the hindu population. In a 2011 census it was determined that

68% of the population of the region was muslim while 28% was hindu. The entry of Hindus into

Kashmir could cause a major demographic change influencing any future referendum to

determine the status of Kashmir.
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Bloc Positions
India: India wholeheartedly states that Kashmir is an integral part of the Indian territory.

Jammu Kashmir did have a semblance of autonomy however Modi and his ruling party The

Bharatiya Janata Party a hindu nationalist party have had a strong stance on Kashmir’s

independence.

Pakistan: Pakistan holds that Kashmir is also an integral part of its territory and strongly

believes that its future should be decided not by New Delhi but by the people of Kashmir.

China: China also holds a part of Kashmir, Aksai Chin, and it does not recognize its inclusion

in the Kashmir region.

Russia: Russia supports India’s claims to the region of Kashmir. It consistently has backed

India in the security council and supported Modi’s in scrapping article 370 which took

Pakistan’s independence.

Turkey: Turkey supports the Pakistani view on Kashmir and also calls for a plebiscite to

determine the status of Kashmir.
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Timeline of Pertinent Events
DATE EVENT

1947
End of British rule and creation of Musilim majority Pakistan and Hindu

majority India

1948 India brings Kashmir to a security council resolution, resolution 47, which calls for a

referendum on the status of the territory and calls for Pakistan to remove troops, and

for India to keep theirs to a minimum. However, this fails as Pakistan rejects the

resolution and Kashmir is partitioned

1957 The constitution of indian administered Jammu and  Kashmir defines itself as part of

india, and article 370 is established

1971-1972 Pakistan loosed indo-Pakistani war, and negotiations culminate in the Simla

agreement

1987 After disputed state elections there is widespread insurgent violence which India

blames on Pakistan

1989 Pakistan conducts first nuclear weapons test

1999 Lahore declaration, a historic peace treaty signed between pakistan and india

Feb 2019 44 indian soldiers killed in kashmir

August 2019 Indian governments seixes over 150 separatists in Kashmir

October 31 2019 India revokes Kashmir’s autonomy
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Definition of Key Terms
❖ Ceasefire: A temporary suspension of fighting, typically one during which peace talks

take place; a truce.

❖ Mahraja: A title that comes from the sanskrit word for "prince" or "king". It also has a

religious connection to a person of power in hinduism.

❖ Semi-autonomous zone: Largely self-governing within a larger political or

organizational entity. An area which is guaranteed autonomy within internal affairs

only.

❖ Demographic superiority: The statistical characteristics of a human population

being predominantly one thing, usually in regards to: religion, ethnicity or political

opinion. Essentially meaning: to be the majority.
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Guiding Questions
❖ What political steps should be taken by both parties to alleviate violations of the LOC

and de-escalate tensions?

❖ What political and social meaning does Kashmir have for Pakistan and India?

❖ When looking at both the historic and current situation of Kashmir, is a plebiscite a

feasible way to resolve the conflict?

❖ Would it be possible for a scenario where Kashmir becomes independent to be realistic?

❖ Is military action the necessary course of action needed for this situation or could it be

resolved diplomatically?

❖ What economic and political problems has the Kashmir dispute caused and how can it

be alleviated?

❖ How can it be diplomatically ensured that weapons of mass destruction will not be used

in order to escalate the conflict?

❖ What can be learned from the past failures in trying to resolve this dispute when writing

resolutions?
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❖ Who must make the final decision on the sovereignty of the Kashmir region? Is it the

Kashmiris? Or is it either Pakistan or India?

❖ What makes the Kashmir dispute more of a religious, cultural, and political issue rather

than a territorial dispute.

❖ How does religion play a role in the division of Kashmir?

❖ How can the terrorism in Kashmir be resolved diplomatically?
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